THE ATTACKS ON THE CORUNNA ROAD
irom Bnhuega on its right or at least on Its right rear, bat
the terrible state of the roads had kept back al forces
marching through Bnhuega and down the Tajnna valley.
This gallant little Italian company then tried to fight its
way back to its mam body on the Aragon road, and was
almost completely wiped out. Many were taken prisoners
by the familiar device used by the Reds, who stationed the
Garibaldi battalions near where the Italians were so that
stray parties would walk right into the Red lines imagin-
ing they were once more In touch with their own men,
In the attack far to the rear on the left flank isolated posts
holding farm-houses or small villages were in one or two
cases also cut off. That was the extent of the "disaster,"
really only a minor set-back in a prolonged struggle, and
reflecting no disgrace either on the Italian volunteers or
on the Spanish Nationalist forces and command. The best
proof that this was so was that General Mia] a, after Ms
much-vaunted victory, had not bettered the position of
his forces by one iota and was shortly afterwards to lose
definitely the few villages which he had gained. The
initiative had not been wrested from General Franco.
Exactly the same can be said of the alleged Italian
reverse at Benneo. There a mixed Legion brigade
known as the Black Arrows was pushing its way along
the coast towards Bilbao. The Italian light column
reached Bermeo by a very gallant dash along a road com-
pletely dominated by the Reds. They then established
communication by water across the estuary leading to
Guernica. Once more the dash of the mobile column
had taken it ahead of the movements of other troops,
which had to force a more difficult passage through the
hills. For a few hours the Italian battalions were isolated
In Bermeo because the road was cut. They were never in
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